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My special contribution to the creation of a form is the process of the RHYTHMIC INVOCATION, the 

constant nourishment of the desired form, which should be shaped with life energy until it is not only 

manifested in the physical but also symmetrically perfect. The permanence of the RHYTHM gives the 

shape to be manifested its symmetry. RHYTHM AND CONSTANCY OF THE INVOCATION ARE 

ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE OUTSIDE MANIFESTATION OF YOUR DESIRE. If you 

observe nature, you will easily recognize the absolute RHYTHM with which all creations take place - 

Sun rising and setting, the coming and going of the tides, the recurring seasons - all in absolute and 

perfect RHYTHM. Humankind pays fairly regular attention to what leads to physical well-being, but in 

the most important of all its actions - the spiritual - the RHYTHM is consistently forgotten. 

The knowledge of the constant in praying and invocations is rarely recognized; But before a visible 

flame can be precipitated from the inner realms, a consecrated, deliberately committed group of 

people is required, which - rhythmically - through prayers and calls, precipitates the powerful 

concentrate from which the flame will shine out into visibility. If you adhere to a certain RHYTHM in 

your individual invocations, every day at the same hour, you will experience a much more 

concentrated strength and faster completion than if you put your calls on the free hours that a day 

grants you. If you adhere to the same RHYTHM in your working hours, your bedtime, your recovery 

time - the SYMMETRY that nature has given you: 8 hours to serve, 8 hours to sleep, 8 hours to relax -- 

you will achieve greater harmony in your feelings and better physical health, and you will be able to 

bring about a higher level of perfection.  

Just your own "giving up", dropping your project before it is complete can prevent your possible 

precipitation. Once the RHYTHM is established, you have to STAY WITH YOUR DESIGN until the 

necessary energy flows into it - in RHYTHMIC FLOW! If we had stopped our work just ONE HOUR 

before the earth was completed, all of our work would have been in vain for this long time. If we had 

interrupted our RHYTHM, the planet would have started to decay and have returned to the formless 

state. We continued RHYTHM by RHYTHM until the work was COMPLETED and the earth began to 

rotate on its own axis and we heard the words: "It is done!" 
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Let's look at these “SEVEN STEPS OF PRECIPITATION” again: 

First: Your WILL (decision) must be there to want the precipitation. 

Second: You must have a REPRESENTATION (enlightenment) of what you want to produce. 

Third: You must feel love during your creation. 

Fourth: It takes the purity of your consciousness, to save your pattern from any imperfection or 

change. 

Fifth: It requires concentration on your original design. 

Sixth: (Seventh Ray). There must be a rhythm in the practice of invocation and silent mental power. 

Seventh: (Sixth Ray) Your sense of Divine Peace must enclose it, to protect and preserve its 

perfection. 

Call the Elohim of Peace to seal what you have created in his flame of the cosmic CHRIST PEACE, so 

that it remains protected from destruction, until the time it did the service for which it was created. 

BY FOLLOWING THESE STEPS OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE OF PRECIPITATION, YOUR RESULTS WILL 

BE TIMELY AND ACHIEVED VICTORY ! 
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